
Chapter IV 

CONCLUSION 

The writer settled his internship on 1st February – 29th February 2017 at PT. 

Magna Dana Investama Berjangka. PT. Magna Dana Investama Berjangka is a 

company that runs based on financial global market. With the increasingly of 

company financial global market that has been scattered in Indonesia, PT. Magna 

Dana Investama Berjangka is now begin to upgrade more about the trading systems 

to make the customers more comfort and more to believe to the company to make 

PT. Magna Dana Investama Berjangka could survive in the fierce situation of 

trading in Indonesia. During the internship, the writer was committed as the 

translator of the news on Division Online Manager. 

After the writer finished his internship, the writer could conclude that 

internship is the best way to gain more experience before entering the real work in 

the future. 4 weeks that had been the writer spent on his internship office was really 

a precious time. The writer knew how to handle customers, could be more 

understand about what translation was, and how to attracted other person when 

doing a communication.. 

Internship made the writer learned so many things on it. Discipline, good 

attitude, careful, smart interact, and being creative. Being discipline it means that 

the rules in the work area must be obey by all the staff on it, during the internship 

the writer required to be not late to come to the office and not late to accumulated 
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the tasks that given to the writer, by applied discipline to himself, the writer could 

did all things in the office.  

Good attitude is the must having skill by any person if they wanted to 

success on the working field area, for the writer good attitude is indispensable 

because with good attitude the writer could handle the relationship with another 

staff or customers. In the interest of success to the writer internship, good attitude 

and also smart interact was the skill that must be obligated to be more friendly to 

another. Careful is another way for the writer to finished the news that had been 

translated, the writer was supposed to conscientious about the tasks because if the 

news could not be understand by the reader, they might lost track about the 

information on the news. The last thing that must be applied to the writer was 

creative. That was another matter which was helped the writer did his tasks, by 

being creative the writer could translate the tasks way more understandable, the 

writer found an easy word to made another staff enjoying to read the news. 

By accomplished the job training, the writer has learned a lot of things. 

Discipline is the key of success of everything, with the discipline manner the writer 

could came on time during his working time. Communicate with another people 

from various background at the office is a requirement too. The last but not least is 

the writer could mingle to the work environment and made himself acceptable with 

the other employees. 
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